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on my longest hop. On one very windy day I just sat ... me in his lap. I weigh 156 Ibs. so the total ... A short time ago I made a hop in a 20 mph wind. Smitty, my ... 
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Selection Of Aircraft Tubing By Kenneth Holmes, EAA 277



the basis of a design load determined by stress analysis, anticipated



load factors and desired factor of safety; or second, on the basis of substitution for tubing already specified for, or used in, an existing design. Few home builders can make a stress analysis well enough to use as



a basis for selecting tubing but we can do a good job of substitution and "eyeball engineering" by understanding and applying some design fundamentals.



Most of the tubing in a properly designed truss structure subjected to utility flying conditions is critical in compression. Occasionally a member is critical in tension, torsion or
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Fig. 1



bending but this is usually avoided



by proper design. Tension should be used wherever possible but obviously some members must be in compression. The compression load a given tube can carry depends on: 1. the physical properties of the material, 2. the wall thickness, 3. the diameter, 4. the rigidity of the ends, and 5. the length. Fig. 1 shows by curves the compression loads in pounds that can be carried by various sizes of 4130 aircraft tubes with welded ends as a function



of length. The physical properties of 4130 make short, thin wall tubes very rigid and strong but longer members of the same diameter and wall thickness will take far less load. Some10
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times the need for length or light weight requires use of tubing indicated by the sloped parts of the curves indicating the reduced load capacity. Thoughtful comparison of a few of the curves gives a general impression of thumb rules to use in "eyeball engineering" of a tube structure. Whereas for a length of less than 13 Vz inches %-.049 will carry 100 Ibs. more compression than 1-.035, the 1-.035 will carry a greater load at any length greater than 13 Vz inches. The %-.049 is heavier, so why use it in preference to 1-.035? The .049 is less susceptible to damage by rust and rough handling and easier to weld i n t o satisfactory joints. Fittings should never be welded to tubing with wall thickness less than half the thickness of the fitting material, so .035 would allow a fitting only .070 inches thick. Allowable tension loads, or even bending or torsion, may become critical if tubing of too thin a wall is used to handle compression loads with a minimum weight. But since trusses are designed to prevent significant bending and torsion loads, it is usually necessary to consider only compression and tension. The allowable tension loads on a member depend on the first three of the five factors effecting allowable compression loads. The loads may be easily computed by multiplying the tensile strength of the material by the crosssectional area of the tube. The 4130 curves in Fig. 1 are based on a yield tensile strength of 75,000 pounds per square inch (psi) and the 1025 curves in Fig. 2 on 35,000 psi. Throughout this article the yield stresses are used for calculations and discussion. This means the stress that causes permanent deformation but usually not failure of the stressed member. Compression members frequently do fail if the yield stress is exceeded, but those in tension, bending, torsion or shear will resist considerably more than yield stresses before failing. Now let's talk about the actual selection of tubing. One of the homebuilder's first considerations is economy. Fig. 2 consists of strength curves for 1025 tubing and Table 1 quotes prices of such tubing from a commercial supply. Comparison of Figs. 1 and 2 shows that 1025 tubes



have only about Vi the compressive strength of 4130 tubes (although the tensile strength is almost one-half as



great). Comparison of prices for 1025 with those for 4130 quoted by SPORT



AVIATION advertisers and other sources shows that small quantities of 1025 can be purchased for about



one-half to two-thirds the price of 4130.



1025 is sometimes used to cut



costs but obviously it should never be used where high stresses will be encountered. There are many places where a fairly large, thick wall tube is desired in order to make welding easy and anticipate some rusting and



rough handling, but where flight stresses are so small 1025 is widely used. Commercial factories building Type Certificate aircraft do this regularly.



However, most of the tubing used by homebuilders should be 4130 so ;A
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of tubing for construction Selection is made on two basis: first, on
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Fig. 2



the selection of it is of most concern. Certainly the engine mount, longerons, primary control system and wing struts (if any) should be



4130. The material for the landing gear may vary a lot according to its



design. Some designs, of course, require material stronger than normalized 4130. The major problem associated with the use of 4130 is the high price per foot of seamless tubing of the desired size. SPORT AVIATION advertisers offer small quanti-



ties cut to your order at competitive prices. This is probably the best source for many homebuilders.



SELECTION OF A/C TUBING... Continued from page 10 A popular method of obtaining tubing is sawing up wrecked surplus aircraft. The price per foot of the tubing obtained this way is a small fraction of the commercial price for the same tubing. Various scrap companies sell this sort of tubing for about 50c per pound. This is a satisfactory method of obtaining material for cross, upright and diagonal members, but several precautions should be observed in using it. If you buy surplus tubing already cut up, inspect and test it especially well before you pay for it. Some low cost tubing with welded seams is so well made that it is difficult to distinguish at a glance from seamless—don't be fooled, by some of this. First, identify what you are using very carefully. Remember that there is much of 1025 in some factory aircraft, especially late models. If you saw up the aircraft personally, it may help to label each member of the original structure with a felt pen or perhaps a ball point. Use good known samples and methods described in your welding or metallurgy book to spark check each piece of tubing selected. Second, inspect each piece carefully, inside and out, for rust, corrosion or small dents. Third, follow your plans or design carefully in selecting each member. It is false economy to use a misfit part simply because it is readily available. Consider: (1) adequate strength, (2) proper weight and (3) low cost. There are many homebuilders disappointed or even endangered by selecting tubing too heavy for the particular use because it is "plenty strong" and readily available. This leads to an airplane that is so overweight that it is disappointing or so poorly balanced that it is dangerous.



My Gyro Experiences By Ted Arias, EAA 6155



T a Bensen Gyrocopter hit home with



he account in last April's issue of Lt. Jim Jenista's mishap with



me. In fact, it prompts me to relate



my own experience with one of these machines. Quite a few Bensens have been built here in Jacksonville, Fla. I built my own about two years ago



with very little difficulty.



Having about 1200 hours on con-



ventional aircraft gave me the feeling that I could fly the Bensen easily. After sweating over the blades for a month to get them balanced and finished mirror-smooth, the day came to try them out by taxiing. I discovered that it was a tricky business, but



soon learned that by holding my feet



close to the front boom I could reduce overcontrolling. Rolling along, I put a little forward motion into the control stick . . . and found myself at 70 feet! The tow rope broke, too! Finding myself falling straight down, I impulsively jerked the stick back and forth with the result that the blades struck ground behind the



ship, washing themselves out completely. A week later we were back on the



field, together with a second ship. The owner of the latter rolled it into



a ball on the first try, fortunately without a scratch to himself. I flew mine with very little trouble, then let a friend try it. And there went another set of blades. Making up yet another pair, we



were off again, this time using more hand signals between aircraft and



tow truck with the result that things



went better. There was little wind



and so around and around the airport I went, covering about twelve miles on my longest hop.



On one very windy day I just sat up in the air, anchored to the motionless tow truck for about twenty



minutes! We got into the custom of going out every Saturday, with great success. About that time the Gaskin brothers had their ship ready. We all



headed for the airport, there being



three machines this time. The Gaskins washed out their blades the first time up. Then a friend of mine who



weighs 220 Ibs. sat in my ship with me in his lap. I weigh 156 Ibs. so



and down again in one piece, though it was a struggle between man and machine. Although I had a McCulloch engine, I decided to do the test flying with an 045 Righter engine. On



several runs I got off, only to come



down again when I tried to get up more speed. In very little wind I made a downwind run and popped off thirty feet . . . then dove straight into the ground. Boy, what a mess! That meant making yet another set



of blades. Oh, yes, again I escaped



without a scratch. Trying the remaining craft, we used



eight hundred feet of tow cable and



made flights to about 300 feet, in-



cluding free falls from 100. I learned



from experience that if the cable breaks during takeoff, you should pull the handle all the way back and hold it there. The ship will sit right down with no blade damage. The ship is



sensitive to the controls. Beginners do everything backward and are all



out of control. Takeoffs should be practiced into the wind, easing the control back until level flight is obtained. Stay away from side motions until later on. A good tow man is



essential, and will "make or break the show." Because of the flying characteristics I would say, "Stay into the wind." A short time ago I made a hop in



a 20 mph wind. Smitty, my tow man, pulled me 4000 feet down one runway headed upwind, turned and ran 3000 feet across the wind on another runway, went crosswind again on a taxi strip, then turned downwind on



the first runway. With that tail wind, the truck was unable to gain speed



fast enough to compensate for it and



down I came. I had the handle all the way back, the ship bounced and the wind coming from astern picked it up and rolled it into a ball. Once again, I walked away. Things happen



fast and you have to be right there behind the tow truck every second. To satisfy my wife, I sold the ship. The fellow who bought it seems to be having his blade troubles. As the



saying goes around Jax, "How are you fixed for blades?". The most successful whirlybirders around here do their stuff low and slow, a good



the total load was 376 Ibs. I flew him down the runway, and that started a commotion with everyone lining up for rides! I can say that



tow truck man continues to be a "must", and I'm awaiting the devel-



Then I took the powered job up for its first flight and made it up



that with a fixed wing!



the rotor does its job. But, one at a time is the best way!



opment of a good set of conventional controls before I try it again. Or maybe I'll hang that Righter engine



on a power glider or something like
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Proper Selection of Aircraft Tubing for Your Design 

The permissible chemistry ranges have ... nated as 4130 and a higher alloyed grade known as X4130, were pro- ... 10. (a) Tolerances are applicable to individual measurements. (b) For tubing with inside diameter less than ]/2 inch (or less.










 








Proper Selection of Aircraft Tubing for Your Design 

Nickel .40/.70. It may be well to mention that some confusion may still exist, as regards .... Bear in mind that certain other specifications cover other alloys and will ...










 








Beware of Interior Aircraft Tubing 

UP until the end of World War. II, little was said about. "odd-ball" tube sizes, but with the growing trend of sheet metal fabrication, which is the prime factor in ...










 








Graphite Tubing - Size 

OU HAVE ALL heard of graphite tubing by now and know a little, bit of what it's supposed to be capable of doing. I'm sure you've all heard that it will end in-.










 








Craft & Technique: Tubing Fabrication for Light Aircraft - Size 

MANY AIRCRAFT USE EITHER RIGID tubing or flexible hoses for their hydraulic or pneumatic brake, landing gear, and steer- ing systems. For low-pressure.










 








How to Bend Tubing - Size 

use a torch to heat a tube full of bending alloy as the ... closed pot on top of a stove â€” never with an open flame. .... A rough rule is that when springy tubing.










 








Aircraft Welding Of 4130 Chromium-Molybdenum Steel Tubing 

allowed to cool down. Upon reaching room temperature there is but one piece of metal with, in effect, no joint at all. In prac- tical application, of course, it is.










 








Scale Aircraft Factors - Size 

In effect, the dynamic model becomes a complex inlegral- ... As angular acceleration is radians |x>r second squared, or. 1/L, we have .... teresting sport safer.










 








Airfoil Selection - Size 

wing-tip bows for the Stits Playboy. The material is inserted between the two blocks and bending is commenced where desired and slowly advanced while at the ...










 








How to bend tubing s.. - Size 

bows, fuselage formers and seat frames as well. Builders .... walls of the groove to exert a restraining effect against the tube's ... or the simple wood jig types.










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

Griffin, GA. November 7-8...... Corona, CA .. (Aircraft Builders Conference). December 5-6 . . . . . Phoenix, AZ. Information on these workshops can be obtained by ...










 








Flapping Wing Aircraft - Size 

1,810,182 was duly issued in 1931 to one Angel (sic). Mateo for an "Aeroplane of ..... Since wing forces are proportional to the square of the velocity, a part of the ...










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

AIRCRAFT BUILDING. BASICS OF .... A review of the safety issues in- .... Wireless telephone interface for business utility â€¢ Optional DRAWS recorder and.










 








The Principles of Color Selection - Size 

and the familiar Aeronca "Champion" color scheme is based on this rule. Or, yellow and yellow-green (light green) will also go together though the result is very.










 








Aircraft Electrical Installations - Size 

Layout Engineer, Electrical Installation. McDonnell-Douglas Aircraft. INSTALLING AN electrical system in your homebuilt is not merely ... manufacturer considers the electrical installation that im- portant, then .... tape (industrial SPIRAP). Clamp .










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

production airplane with a standard air- worthiness ... pable of safely handling the situation. An interesting ... aircraft service manual are closely fol- lowed.










 








Ducting for Aircraft - Size 

To move air in places where moisture may be present, use the ... Cutting ducting to length for installation can be tricky. The fiberglass shell and string will. NAME.










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

They were looking for a type of wood ... With the advent of World War II, ... The use of Sitka Spruce was carried into post- war ... coast of the United States and Canada). .... 43-13, Government Bulletin ANC-19, .... I would strongly encourage the.










 








Homebuilt aircraft i.. - Size 

Feb 26, 1985 - windshield bow (frame) or a hand grip built into the ... Painting the canopy glass on the in- ... in the top of the glareshield (windshield.










 








Aircraft Wire Sizing - Size 

I participate in a number of online forums specializing in amateur built airplane issues and I strongly suggest you do likewise if you're building an airplane!










 








Aircraft Electrical Systems - Size 

intake manifold, perhaps a nut plate installed to bring the screw in from .... E â€” For Composite Aircraft Â°. We are the only manufacturer with a complete line N. F.










 








Geodetic Aircraft Structure - Size 

Mr. Yates developed geodetic for not only the ... ments by Mr. Yates and the fate of these unique aircraft .... Access hatches swing up in Mercedes-Benz "Gull-.










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

copy of the mill certificate proving that the piece ... hensive guide for inspecting any type of wood for use in aircraft. ... is a light colored wood called the "sap- wood .... The Airwolf Filter System trapped the metal and kept my engine from seiz










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

build a safe airplane as economically as possible but there are ... UTILITY SCALE !_.fO-LA 2 X 8 ... review them prior to inspecting wood that you are going to be ...
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